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THE AUTHOR
I'm a Cer�fied Professional Ergonomist, Frequent Flyer, Workplace Wellness 
Advocate, Fitwel Ambassador, and Self-Confessed Ergonomics Nerd.

I have worked in the areas of ergonomic program development and training for 
managers and employees for quite some �me, with a global client base.
I travel the world regularly and strive to make it a more healthy and comfortable 
place one person at a �me. 

Let's navigate the workplace together. 

- Kirsty Angerer 



Ü WHY YOU SHOULD HAVE ONE AND THE STEPS 
NEEDED TO BUILD ONE

Kirsty here aka the Travelling Ergonomist with the steps needed to build a successful 
ergonomics program. 

Ü THE PROBLEM

Typically, when I ask businesses if they have an ergonomics program they say 'yes'. “when 
someone has an issue like a bad back or is uncomfortable with their equipment, we call you 
Kirsty.” 
Well that's great but that isn't a program, it's a component of the program! 

The biggest problem I find is ergonomics is seen as merely a health and safety issue and not 
part of the annual business strategy! No-one has usually allocated the budget for 
ergonomics. 

Some�mes it comes out of a specific team's budget; the facili�es budget, the HR budget, or 
the health and safety budget and if the issue gets some real trac�on it may go up to the CFO 
for approval. 

It's very �me consuming having to fight for resources when all that employee needs is a bit 
of educa�on, and perhaps the odd person an alterna�ve product. That person is le� 
hanging for weeks and some�mes months with their discomfort ge�ng worse and worse 
and their produc�vity going down the drain. 

Not only that but they are also probably annoying half the team by complaining about their 
bad back or sore wrist. 
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Ü THE STATISTICS 

So, let's talk sta�s�cs. 

Ÿ 507,000 Workers suffering from work-related musculoskeletal disorders (new or long-
standing) in 2016/17 

Ÿ 8.9 million Working days lost due to work-related musculoskeletal disorders in 2016/17

Ÿ 14.9 billion is the cost of workplace injury and illness. Work related musculoskeletal 
disorders account for 35% of this cost in the UK. That's an equivalent of a unit cost of 
£18,500 per case. 

 
According to the Na�onal Business Group on Health you can achieve a return on investment 
of 3:1 and up to 15:1 when implemen�ng an ergonomics program. I'm not good at math's 
but that's a lot of savings if you consider the costs we spoke about earlier. Not only that but 
there are indirect benefits such as a be�er health and wellness culture at work, produc�vity 
increases and happier employees. There is usually a payback period of 6 months.

What more could you want?

Ü THE KEY STAKEHOLDERS

One of the biggest issues with ergonomics programs is the fact that no one tends to take 
ownership of it. 

Ergonomics is literally about human centered design which is a design that develops 
solu�ons to problems by involving the human perspec�ve in all steps of the process. One 
person alone will not be able to achieve a great ergonomics program.

Most people think it's the health and safety persons role but in fact there are a whole host 
of people who should be involved and it's the only way you can make this a success. 

So, who should be the key stakeholders? 

Facili�es because they are responsible for making sure that buildings and services meet the 
needs of the people that work in them. They are also o�en the ones that choose furniture 
and install the furniture. 

HR, because they are responsible for many people related issues in an organiza�on. 

Architect and designers, the ones who design your new office, who will understand the 
culture of the business and your business aims. Furniture dealer, the people you are 
procuring your furniture from. They need to understand what furniture to put in front of 
you and will o�en work with the designers to establish concepts. You could establish a list of 
already approved products that can be purchased from any manager in the business when 
required. This can help minimize workload. 
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Inhouse ergonomist/health and safety professional, they are science based and will report on all 
the pieces of furniture chosen, design concepts, and floor plans to make sure all employees are 
safe.

IT, the people who purchase computers, mice and keyboards. They should understand what tech 
products they should purchase for employees rather than just buying standard products that 
may not be of benefit. This should help to reduce costs.  

Procurement, they are the ones who will most likely pay for this program so they need to be 
involved so they can understand the financial implica�ons and benefits and can then budget for 
it each year.  

You may also want to get a couple of team leaders involved and employees on the floor as they 
will have a unique understanding of the culture of the business. 

All of these people play an important role in the successful running of an ergonomics program. 
Whilst everyone just discussed should be around the table, a leader should be chosen to bring 
everyone together and make sure everyone adheres to the goals of the program. 

I guess it doesn't really ma�er who that person is as long as they are passionate about the 
success of the program, have the respect from other team members and will get things done! 
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Ü THE REVIEW

Now we need to review everything.

If you currently have some kind of program in place, you need to ask yourself if it's a 
reac�ve or proac�ve one. When I refer to a reac�ve program I mean when an employee has 
an issue, you as a business react at that point and manage the MSD accordingly. A proac�ve 
program is pu�ng measures in place to eliminate issues from arising. 

In reality you want a program that is both proac�ve and reac�ve because whilst you can 
account for most things, some issues may arise that are outside of your control. 

If you have an ergonomics program already, have you no�ced any gaps?

For example, your program may include your employees comple�ng a self-assessment 
which is great because it gives you as a business an audit trail and if you are in a country 
that has health and safety regula�ons, self-assessments allow you track compliance. 

Self-assessments are all well and good, but you have to consider whether your employees 
are actually ge�ng any benefit from this informa�on. I would say probably not. And 
comple�ng these assessments will be seen as a chore to most employees, especially if there 
is no further ac�on point. 

Maybe that's where your gap is. You could add some face to face training and workshops 
and get employees more engaged in the process, rather than just a �ck box exercise of the 
self-assessment. 
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Does the program consider local regula�ons with regards to ergonomics? 

One thing to note here though is that most health and safety or ergonomics regula�ons are 
outdated by over 20 years so if your program only complies with local regula�ons, then it is 
probably not going to be very successful. You want to go over and beyond the local 
regula�ons otherwise you are designing a program that is very old and doesn't consider 
modern technology and trends. 

With that in mind, have your design standards been looked over with an ergonomics lens? 
We spoke previously about different stakeholders. Well these different groups of people will 
have a different idea of what the design of the office should be, what furniture should be 
installed, and what ergonomic products should be on the list. So, it becomes very confusing. 
I would get your key stakeholders together and iden�fy your design standards and get them 
looked over with an ergonomics lens. 

You may want to consider an ergo lab. An ergo lab is an area in your office or someone's 
desk that has a variety of trial products that you have been given by manufacturers. You 
don't want to spend lots of money on specific products that don't work, or the employees 
don't like. Having an ergo lab gives employees the ability to try out different products before 
you buy. 

I would recommend you have no more than 3 examples of each product. 3 mice, 3 
keyboards, a couple of chairs, document holders, sit stand tools, task lamps, and laptop 
stands. 

Hopefully you now have an idea of the things you need to review. You need to discuss the 
objec�ves and goals of the program; Are you trying to reduce musculoskeletal disorders, are 
you trying to reduce costs because you are buying too many one-off products, are you trying 
to increase produc�vity?  

Whatever your objec�ve is write it down and work towards it. Other things to consider are; 
Is it reac�ve or proac�ve or both, are their gaps in your current program, what are they, 
does your program consider local regula�ons, and has your design been looked over with an 
ergonomics lens. 

Ü THE ERGONOMIC CHAMPIONS

An ergonomics program will only work if there is culture top down and bo�om up that 
encourages it. With that in mind crea�ng ergonomic champions is really important. People 
that understand the programs goals and how to execute it. People who are passionate 
about health and wellbeing. You may want to give employees an incen�ve for becoming an 
ergonomics champion like vouchers, team dinners, company benefits. 

You then need to assess all employees and conduct training so that you start with a 
baseline. You can absolutely conduct assessments face to face but in reality, that is going to 
take a long �me and a lot of effort. It's probably more appropriate to use a self-assessment 
so�ware that assesses the current risk factors in your business and because its online you 
always have an audit trail which is par�cularly important with regards to legisla�on.
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Self-assessments are great because they allow you as the business to capture a lot of data 
and quickly. For example, let's say you have 1000 people in your company. It would take 2 
and a half years to complete all the assessments face to face and by the �me you were 
finished you'd have to start all over again. With self-assessment type so�ware's you can 
collect this same informa�on within hours.  You can then priori�ze the people that need to 
be seen first and work from there. You now have an ac�on plan. 

Whilst self-assessments are good, they don't give your employees the ul�mate benefit of 
having an ergonomist assessing them face to face. Following self-assessments, you should 
then conduct training in the way of seminars, webinars or floor walks so that all employees 
understand how to set themselves up and understand the benefits of good posture and 
movement. 

It's a two-way street. The employer has responsibili�es and the employee equally has a 
responsibility to take on the advice. If they don't , well at least you have been through a 
proper process and should they file a complaint against you, you are ul�mately covered. 

If you follow a simple program of self-assessment, followed by face to face assessments to 
the priority employees coupled with seminars and workshops then you have a solid 
program in place. 

It doesn't just stop there though. An ergonomics program is a commitment. You should be 
doing workshops every quarter and have regular newsle�ers going out to reiterate the 
informa�on. You may wish to do the self-assessments annually. My personal opinion is if 
nothing dras�c has changed then every 2 years is sufficient. 

There are 3 �mes you should do an assessment;
- When there is a new starter
- When someone has become injured 

        - When there is a significant office move or change in furniture
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Ü THE ROI

Now there is absolutely no point pu�ng in the effort of developing a program and spending 
money if you aren't going to measure the effec�veness of it. Well how else are you going to 
get the budget for next year? 

Think about your ini�al goals. We need to assess against the progress of that. 
You may want to measure the effec�veness at different �me stamps throughout the year. 
You'll get some benefit in 3 months but in 12 months you may see a substan�ally bigger 
benefit from your ergonomics program. Things don't just happen overnight so don't be too 
disheartened if your goals haven't been reached immediately. 

Perhaps your goal was to reduce the amount of absenteeism rates. You first need to 
understand what the absenteeism rates are before you implement the program. HR are 
probably the best people to ask about this. Once you've implemented your program, you 
should then look at absenteeism rates again.  What's the difference between last year and 
this year. Perhaps you chose the online self-assessment route. What is the difference a�er 
reassessing? Is there a cost saving associated with that? Do you have less people with 
discomfort? People who have completely rec�fied their injury? You may also want to gather 
employee feedback and get a more qualita�ve look at how the program is benefi�ng. Then 
you want to think about cost savings. How much did you spend on buying reac�ve 
ergonomic equipment compared to this year a�er implemen�ng the ergonomics program? 
Other things to think about our lost work days, worker performance, worker sa�sfac�on, 
discomfort rates, reten�on rates, and insurance premiums. 

You also need to put in place a plan of ac�on to maintain the program. This could be 
quarterly seminars, PDF documents made and distributed via newsle�ers or through the 
intranet and regular stakeholder mee�ngs to make sure everyone is on track. This is really 
important as there will be new starters, staff turnover and new equipment purchased, or fit 
outs designed. 
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Just to reiterate there are 3 things that should trigger an assessment for an employee; that 
is if you have new starters, equipment changes or office redesign or if anyone has sustained 
an injury. 

It might also be a good idea to get a cer�fied ergonomist to pop by every couple of years to 
evaluate the program and make any comments or offer feedback. 

Ü FINAL THOUGHTS

You should now understand why having an ergonomics program is important, the financial 
benefit to the business and more importantly the health and wellness benefit to your 
employees. You should also now have a pre�y good idea of the steps to take to put in place 
an effec�ve ergonomics program. 

Once you've established your ergonomics program and put in all the training and effort 
those first couple of months or first year you should be good to go. Get an ergonomist 
involved at the beginning of this process and they'll be able to connect all the dots for you. 
A good ergonomist will empower you with the tools and strategy to sustain an ergonomics 
program for years to come.   

Let's navigate the workplace together and get your workforce flourishing. 
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